**HOW TO: USE HIGH ABSORBENCY PAD FOR BIG SPILL PICKUP**

**TOOLS**
- 18” Quick Connect Frame
- 18” Microfiber High Absorbency Pad • Q416
- Safety Sign
- Quick Connect Handle of Choice
- Pedal Wring Bucket • Q920 and Cleaning Solution of Choice

**PROCEDURE**

1. Affix Quick Connect Handle to 18” frame.
2. Place a clean Q416 High Absorbency Pad on the floor with white backing side up.
3. Center the Quick Connect Frame over the pad then slide it down to attach the pad with hook and loop system. To maximize absorbency, start with a clean, dry pad.
4. Tap mop firmly on the floor 2 to 3 times to solidly engage hook and loop system. This insures pad attachment during big spill pickup (24 oz = approximately 1/3 lbs).
5. Set up a floor safety sign.
6. Using a “Figure 8” motion, work backwards until spill is absorbed into pad.
7. To wring, use Pedal Wring Bucket.
8. Lift mop onto sieve and be certain fringe curls under pad before wringing.
9. Step on pedal of dolly to depress wringer plate.
10. Rotate pad 180º and wring from other side. Be certain fringe curls under pad to maximize wringing efficiency.
   Repeat steps 1 through 10 as required to complete spill pick up.
11. When spill pick up is complete, dip mop into bucket water (with or without cleaning solution) to clean pad, and wring again from both sides.
12. Remove pad to dry or launder. Use fabric loop to peel pad away from hook and loop backing or store mop for reuse with frame resting on sieve. Do not keep mop soaking in bucket.

**TIPS**
- Follow all established safety procedures.
- Wear all appropriate personal protective equipment (glasses, gloves, etc.).
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